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Abstract— Brachytherapy (BT) is usually achieved 

by placing radioactive sources on or in the tissue to 

be irradiated. In teletherapy, tissue absorption 

largely governs dose distribution, whereas the 

inverse square law is most responsible in 

brachytherapy, and uses the inhomogeneous dose 

distributions found around sources to create a high 

dose in tumors, whilst producing a low dose in 

normal tissue. Brachytherapy can use sources that 

are implanted interstitial into tissues where the best 

example of which is the use of radioactive needles 

in the treatment of carcinoma of the tongue. In the 

present work, we used Monte Carlo Electron 

Gamma Shower EGS Code for simulating the use of 

Ir-192 source capsule interstitial in tongue within 

the oral cavity. Simulations of non uniform dose 

distributions in both the source capsule and the 

surroundings are presented. Data preparation and 

examinations of the source capsule details were 

carried out and compared with the published data. 

Both depth and radial dose curves are also analyzed. 

The results shows that Monte Carlo EGS is 

becoming practical for dose distribution estimate 

around brachytherapy source applicators. The dose 

distributions are maximum around the sourece and 

fall to minimum rapidly in the near tissue that could 

be adjusted for the chosen dose value. 

 

Introduction 

Ionising radiation therapy plays an important role in 

the treatment of oral cavity. Recent developments in 

the imaging of cancer and radiation technology 

have allowed developing more precise delivery of 

radiation dose to the tumor. While surgery is the 

recommended treatment for oral cavity squamos 

cell carcinoma (OCSCC), radiotherapy (RT) plays a 

capital role in the treatment of OCSCC either 

exclusively or as adjuvant after surgery[1]. RT may 

be administered using two techniques, external 

beam radiotherapy (EBRT) and brachytherapy 

(BT). Usually patients with early stage disease are 

treated exclusively using radiotherapy; however, 

patients with advanced disease will receive 

radiotherapy plus chemotherapy. EBRT is based on 

the assessment of target volumes to irradiate and 

organs at risk to protect in 3D-computed 

tomography (CT) simulation plus multimodal 

images (MI).  MI is for example positron emission 

tomography CT, magnetic resonance imaging [2-6]. 

Delivery of treatment should be based on intensity 

modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) [7]. IMRT 

involves the use of multiple computer-aided beams 

of inhomogeneous radiation. This will allow dose 

shaping of the  spatial shape of treatment volume 

which, in turn, improves the coverage of target area 

and improve the protection of healthy tissue. 

Traditionally BT implant has been performed with 

low dose rate (LDR) by inserting mainly iridium 

needles (Ir-192). This technique has been gradually 

replaced by the so-called high dose rate (HDR) BT 

due to its advantages of radiation protection of 

medical personnel, better dose distribution and 

shorter duration of treatment [8].  

In the present work, we used Monte Carlo Electron 

Gamma Shower EGS Code, running on Linux 

workstation along with GNU suite of compilers, for 

simulating the use of Ir-192 source capsule 

interstitial in tongue within the oral cavity. 

Simulations of non uniform dose distributions in 

both the source capsule and the surroundings are 

presented. Data preparation and examinations of the 

source capsule details were carried out and 

compared with the published data. Both depth and 

radial dose curves are also analyzed. The results 

shows that Monte Carlo EGS is applicable for dose 

distribution estimates around BT source applicators.  
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Calculation Method 

Spatial and depth dose distributions around a Ir-192 

source capsule were calculated using the  

EGSnrcMP with default inputs [9]. The 

experimental setup for Ir-192 needle surrounded by 

ICRU tissue was simulated and the dose was scored 

in all media for energy conservation purposes. For 

the stopping power data the ICRU-37 density 

corrections were used in the PEGS4 data [10-11]. 

The source spectrum was used as energy bins of 25 

KeV energy width.  The particles were followed, 

during the simulation, until a cut-off energy AE of 

522 keV (10 KeV kinetic energy) for electrons and 

a cut-off energy AP of 10 KeV for photons. The 

doses were calculated as gray per history. The 

materials used in these simulations are Iridium (Ir-

192), Platinum (Pt) and Tissue. Figure 1 (a) shows 

the construction of source capsule and figure 1 (b) 

is the geometrical setup of the source capsule and 

its surrounding tissue.  

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 1: construction of source capsule (a) and 

the geometry of dose calculation set-up (b). 

 

Data Preparation and Examination 

The data for these materials were created by a 

standalone program PEGS4 code. The data were 

investigated using EXAMIN code by calculating the 

collision and radiative stopping power for electrons, 

the photon mean free path and the relative 

components of photon cross sections. The ICRU 

density corrections were used. Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 

and 7 shows the comparisons for different media of 

the source capsule. The created data, on one hand, 

were compared with the published one to make sure 

that the data creation by PEGS4 can be reliable. On 

the other hand, beta spectrum of Ir-192 of different 

sizes with the cylindrical shapes are calculated to 

check the EGSnrc code capability to simulate the 

published point source spectrum of Ir-192. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 2: Mean free path to discrete interaction for 
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Tissue (a), Ir-192 (b) and Pt (c). 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 3: Mean free path to bremsstrahlung 

interaction for Tissue (a), Ir-192 (b) and Pt (c). 

 

 

(a) 

 

 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4: Mean free path to secondary electron 

interaction for Tissue (a), Ir-192 (b) and Pt (c). 

 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 5: Restricted stopping power of electrons 

for Tissue (a), Ir-192 (b) and Pt (c). 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 6: Relative components of photon 

interactions for Tissue (a), Ir-192 (b) and Pt (c). 

 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 7: Mean free path of photons for Tissue (a), 

Ir-192 (b) and Pt (c). 

 

Non-uniform Dose Distributions around Ir-192: 

the simulated volume was partitioned in cylindrical 

shape where the central axis of the Ir-192 source 

capsule coincide with the central axis of the targeted 

volume. This is shown in figure 1 where the volume 

is divided into coaxial rings with radius r and then 

divided into planes along the central axis in z 

direction. The source spectrum was seeded inside 

the Ir-192 volume where the radiation transports 

were carried out to score the absorbed dose. Figure  

8 (a) shows the depth dose distributions at some 

different radii while figure 8 (b) shows the radial 
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dose distributions at some different depths. The 

dose distributions are maximum around the source 

and fall to minimum rapidly in the near tissue that 

could be adjusted for the chosen dose value. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 8: Depth (a) and radial dose distributions 

around Ir-192 source capsule stitched in tissue. 

 

Conclusion 

Simulations of non uniform dose distributions in 

both the source capsule and the surroundings of Ir-

192 applicable to both low (LDR) and high dose 

rate (HDR) brachytherapy are presented. Data 

preparation and examinations of the source capsule 

details were carried out and compared with the 

published data. Both depth and radial dose curves 

are also analyzed. The results shows that Monte 

Carlo EGS is becoming practical for dose 

distribution estimate around brachytherapy source 

applicators. The results shows highly localized 

absorbed dose in the targeted volume which is the 

main advantage of brachytherapy to enhance 

radiation protection of healthy tissue. 
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